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Blow the whistle or share a story Upload an image. The pharmacy says that across the top-ten most expensive
prescription medicines, all medicines will reduce in price, giving customers an average saving of 25 per cent. The
Dundrum-based pharmacy, Healthwave, says it is now matching cross-border prices for generic drugs under this new
scheme. Please log in to comment. Combinations of da receptor mrna processing in the institute mda. Your email
optional Submit. Large crowd takes part in March for Repeal in Dublin city centre. Journal Media does not control and
is not responsible for the content of external websites. Shane O'Sullivan, pharmacist and CEO of Healthwave, said the
cost of medication in Ireland has been multiples of those seen in other European countries. By continuing to browse this
site you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Choke hold that HSE paramedic allegedly put on student nurse 'could have
been life-threatening', court hears.Nov 1, - The price today, November 1, is 60pc less than it was yesterday and the
manufacturing price of Lipitor is now the same as in Spain." DIFFERENCE. Darragh O'Loughlin, head of the Irish
Pharmacy Union, said pharmacists had been keeping their stocks of these statins low in anticipation of the new pricing.
All our medications are grouped based on conditions, with a selection of our generic prescriptions listed here, saving
members up to 50%. Jun 5, - One of the drugs which Boots claimed would fall significantly in price was Lipitor. A
month's supply of the drug used to lower cholesterol currently costs around , while the generic equivalent is closer to
Under Boots' new pricing structure, the price of Lipitor will fall to , and the generic. Nov 1, - The Government has said
that prices for atorvastatin products drugs which are used to control cholesterol are to be reduced. The move forms part
of the latest phase of the Government's reference pricing initiative aimed at curbing expenditure on its bill for medicines.
From today a new price regime. Purchase Discount Medication! Lipitor Price Comparison Ireland. Next Day Delivery,
Lipitor Generic Equivalent. The Act now permits pharmacists to substitute medicines prescribed, provided that they
have been designated as safely interchangeable by the Irish Medicines Board (IMB). The new reference prices for
atorvastatin products which are used to control cholesterol means the HSE now pays 70% less for these products. Feb
11, - Ran out of BP. Medicine in Spain here is what I paid for One months supply. Ramilo 5mg Lipitor 10mg Istin
10mg How does this compare with Ireland prices? celticcrash's Avatar. celticcrash Registered User. Feb #2. I am doing
the calculations, its going to take a while. Apr 3, - Then in 18 months time the lipitor would be priced at and the generic
would have to be priced at or less. palmcut's Avatar. palmcut Registered User. Jul #8. Maybe the HSE could pay a bit
more attention to drug prices. Sildenafil is the drug in Viagra (erectile dysfunction) and Revatio. May 29, - Boots are
discounting the top 10 products dispensed in Ireland, Lipitor 10 and nuseals 75 are the top two. I'd advise you ring and
ask them the prices of both of these now and on Fri then contact independent pharmacy. You might be very surprised by
response. Prices have actually gone up, Boots were and. Sep 30, - Things went well enough and on the 1st November
Atorvastatin became the first reference priced molecule on the Irish market. Pfizer were not about to stand idly by, while
generics ate up their precious Atorvastatin market and reduced the price of Lipitor to a few cent below the reference
price!
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